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ABSTRACT

The resonance conditions of localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) can be perturbed in any number
ways making plasmon nanoresonators viable tools in detection of e.g. phase changes, pH, gasses, and single
molecules. Precise measurement via LSPR of molecular concentrations hinge on the ability to confidently count
the number of molecules attached to a metal resonator and ideally to track binding and unbinding events in
real-time. These two requirements make it necessary to rigorously quantify relations between the number of
bound molecules and response of plasmonic sensors. This endeavor is hindered on the one hand by a spatially
varying response of a given plasmonic nanosensor. On the other hand movement of molecules is determined
by stochastic effects (Brownian motion) as well as deterministic flow, if present, in microfluidic channels.
The combination of molecular dynamics and the electromagnetic response of the LSPR yield an uncertainty
which is little understood and whose effect is often disregarded in quantitative sensing experiments. Using a
combination of electromagnetic finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations of the plasmon resonance
peak shift of various metal nanosensors (disk, cone, rod, dimer) and stochastic diffusion-reaction simulations
of biomolecular interactions on a sensor surface we clarify the interplay between position dependent binding
probability and inhomogeneous sensitivity distribution. We show, how the statistical characteristics of the
total signal upon molecular binding are determined. The proposed methodology is, in general, applicable to
any sensor and any transduction mechanism, although the specifics of implementation will vary depending on
circumstances. In this work we focus on elucidating how the interplay between electromagnetic and stochastic
effects impacts the feasibility of employing particular shapes of plasmonic sensors for real-time monitoring
of individual binding reactions or sensing low concentrations – which characteristics make a given sensor
optimal for a given task. We also address the issue of how particular illumination conditions affect the level
of uncertainty of the measured signal upon molecular binding.
Keywords: plasmonic sensors, diffusion-reaction simulations, signal uncertainty, single-molecule sensing,
shape effect

1. INTRODUCTION
An important challenge to be overcome in life sciences are the limitations associated with ensemble-level
measurements, as ensemble-level methodology may obscure molecular properties due to averaging and as a
consequence make it challenging to identify reaction dynamics and concentration values. While considerable
information might be obtained,1, 2 these problems become apparent in cases when molecular concentration is
low and the measurement technique offers low sensitivity. Improvements in such sensing experiments are, of
course, introduced by improving the sensitivity of the transducting mechanism which converts changes in the
sensor’s environment into a measurable signal of high fidelity. This last requirement is of vital importance
regardless of the physical mechanism used to probe a target analyte. To obtain a signal from molecules
whose dimensions may be as small as a few nanometers special techniques are necessary. Commonly used
are fluorescence microscopies in which a light emitting label is chemically bound to the target and emitted
photons indicate the presence of the analyte,3–5 however, labels may affect the kinetic behavior of molecules.
Forgoing fluorescent labeling is possible as recent demonstrations of direct single-molecule optical absorption
†
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has been demonstrated,6, 7 yet in this method extremely low noise levels are required for detecting optical
absorption.
The above mentioned are not the only examples of methods of detecting single molecules. A very vibrant
field is one which employs coherent oscillations of conduction electrons and electromagnetic fiels at a metaldielectric interface.8 These so called surface plasmon-polaritons are characterized by strong amplifications of
the electric field near the metal surface, in essence amplifying the electromagnetic interaction between the
metal supporting the plasmon and an object placed in the enhanced field.9 This and other properties of
plasmons have been behind the incorporation of metal surfaces and nanoparticles in a myriad of application
from biosensing,10, 11 photodetection,12, 13 and waveguiding,14, 15 to light emission,16, 17 plexcitonics18, 19 and
materials science.20, 21 When utilized as a sensor, the plasmon resonance serves as a probe of the environment
surrounding the metal nanoparticle and, being sensitive to the spatial distribution of the refractive index
(permittivity), responds with a shift of the peak position when the distribution changes.9, 22, 23 In a general
case of permittivity changes in the  > 1 range of the surrounding, an increase of  results in a redshift of the
resonance wavelength and a blue shift in the opposite case. When the sensed material is also a metal24 or a
dielectric with a large refractive index (so that is can support resonances of it own25 ), then coupling between
the resonance of the metan nanosensor and the sensed object is more complex and one cannot a priori
determine the resuling resonance shift.24 However, in the case of proteins, whose typical refractive indices are
approximately 10% larger than of water,26 colorimetric localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) sensing is
an appropriate tool for studying their association and dissociation. An important point here is that to assure
sensor specificity, the sensor surface is functionalized with receptors that target a specific analyte.27, 28
As we have noted in the beginning, it is not always enough to measure the ensemble-averaged response of
a large number of nanoparticle sensors, even though the sensitivity can be on the order of (or leven lower
than) one molecule per nanoparticle.29 The defficiency becomes apparent when one strives to establish a
clear and very accurate relationship between a measured peak shift (∆λ) and the currently bound number of
molecules N . I.e. – how does one design an accurate LSPR molecule counter? With the recent demonstration
of single molecule detection with an LSPR sensor30 and real-time detection of individual binding events
to a nanosensor31 basic proof of concept has been shown. However, to extend these accomplishments to
quantitative use in molecule counting and determining binding rates it is crucial to know the confidence level
offered by specific nanosensors. Moreover, this confidence level will, in all probability, be also affected by the
experimental setup, data analysis, and the sampled object. To quantify this accuracy one must account for
the nonuniform LSPR signal as well as the stochastic nature of diffusion and binding reactions that bring the
analyte to the sensor. The inhomogeneity of the LSPR near-field is of prime concern. For example, nanocones
may exhibit a two order of magnitude variability of the local resonance peak shift; similar observations may be
made for nanoparticle dimers32 or other more complex shapes.33, 34 Thus, any conversion of an arbitrary peak
shift to the number of molecules causing it will exhibit an uncertainty. Furthermore, the stochastic nature of
molecular movement and the shape of a particular resonator will result in nonuniform binding probablilities.
One also has to take into account signal noise and drift. Hence, the accuracy of counting molecules (and as
consequence measuring concentration) poses a nontrivial challenge. Finally, we note that the above issues will
also apply to measuring binding rate constants and molecular affinities from binding time traces,35 however,
their accuracy is expected to depend on the inhomogeneity of the LSPR.
To address these issues and ascertain their influence on LSPR single- and few-molecule sensing we design
a multiscale approach in which we combine the electromagnetic properties of metal nanoresonators with
stochastic diffusion-reaction modelling.32 Using numerical calculations we obtain peak shift (sensitivity)
maps. Brownian diffusion and probabilistic reactions simulate molecular trajectories around a nanosensor.
When both are combined we obtain a temporal peak shift trace that mimics real sensing experiments. We
analyse these time traces as well as the constituent elements to quantify the sensing uncertainty introduced
by various types of plasmonic sensors.

2. METHODS
There are two parts to the in silico experiments we carry out. Due to the different nature of the issues
each consideres – electromagnetic modelling and stochastic diffusion-reaction simulations – we carry out the
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Figure 1. (a) Methodology scheme: a free molecule diffuses in the vicinity of a nanosensor decorated by receptors. In each time step ∆t is traverses a stochastic distance and at each time step a binding probability
to nearby receptors (if present) is calculated. The molecules do not interact with one another during
diffusion, but cannot bind to previously occupied receptors. (b) N diffusing molecules are contained in a
box of volume V with a receptor placed on a substrate (one side of the box). Three zones with different
time steps are defined to achieve a ballance between speed, code complexity, and accuracy of molecules
diffusing very close to the sensor. (c) Illustarion of the reaction volume and the resulting volume exclusion effect. (d) The binding probability of a molecule at each time step depends on the number of free
receptors in its vicinity. (e) Spatial 3D maps of peak shift sensitivity with indicated receptor positions
at the surface of considered resonators.
calculation separately. The electromagnetic part is done by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) calculations
(FDTD Solutions 8.7.1, Lumerical, Inc.), while the Brownian dynamics part is simulated in an in-house C++
code. The details are given in the following sections.32

2.1 Electromagnetic calculations
In order to keep the in silico experiments simple we consider a predetermined mesh of receptors spaced in
such a way that allows for molecules to be bound to all receptors without spatial overlap. The molecule is
assumed to be a 6 nm dielectric sphere (n = 1.5). For each nanosensor we calculate a semi-regular mesh
of ca. equidistant points at which we sequentially place the molecule. For each distinct position occupied
by a molecule (sphere) we calculate the extinction spectrum and compare it to one of a clean nanosensor.
The resonators are assumed to be made of silver with slightly increases losses with permittivity described
by the Drude function (ω) = ∞ − ωp2 /(ω(ω + iγ)), where the parameters are ∞ = 3.7, h̄ωp = 8.55 eV,
and h̄γ = 130 meV. The spatial discretization is 0.5 nm, we use the Total-Field/Scattered-Field formalism to
introduce the incident linearly polarized wave and scattered energy is absorbed by the boundary conditions.
Figure 1e shows some of the considered nanosensor geometries with their surfaces decorated by the 3D spatial
sensitivity maps.

2.2 Diffusion-reaction simulations
Figure 1a,b shows a scheme of our simulations. Molecules diffuse in a cubic volume V which contains the
nanosensor places at one of the sides. The molecules do not interact with one another except through the
occupancy state of the receptors (Fig. 1c,d. √Diffusion is assumed to follow a Wiener process in which the
mean one-dimensional diffusion length s = 2D∆t with D being the diffusion constant. Diffusion steps
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Figure 2. (a) Position-dependent binding probability of molecules to receptors located on the disk as a function
of molecular concentration. For single molecule considerations there is considerable variation between
the probabilities reaching ca. 40%. As the concentration increases more receptors become occupied and
the binding probability flattens and ultimately for very large concentrations approaches a uniform value.
(b) Single molecule binding probability for two rods (in solution, not on a substrate) of aspect rations 1
(sphere) and 4. In the first case the binding probability is flat, as it should be, while for the rod with
the aspect ratio of 4 the probability of a molecule to bind at the ends is 33% higher than in the middle.
are calculated by drawing random numbers from the normal (0,1) distribution and multiplying it by s. To
accurately model diffusion around the complex-shaped nanosensor and at the same time use an efficient time
step for molecules far away from the sensor, we employ three time steps. The shortest time step is used for
molecules close to the sensor (∆tf = 0.1 µs), while further away they increase 100- and 10000-fold. These
time steps were determined through convergence testing and give good accuracy.32 In each time step we also
check that molecules have not entered or passed through the sensor.
When a diffusing molecule is in range of at least one receptor we calculate its binding probability accorting to
Pb = 1 − exp(−Σ(∆tf kon /Vr )), where Vr is the spherical reaction volume given by the distance between the
molecule and the receptor whose binding probability is evaluated, ko n is the binding reaction rate and the
sum runs over all receptors in range of the diffusing molecule. Naturally, only free receptros are considered. A
random number r1 in the 0–1 interval is drawn (uniformly distributed) and if r1 < Pb then binding occurrs. If
more than one receptor contributes to the sum for Pb , a second random number r2 is used to evaluate which
receptor binds the molecule. This is done by comparing r2 with the cumulative sum of individual binding
probabilities to eligible receptors. Once bound, at each time step the unbinding probability is compared to
another random number to see if bound molecules resume diffusion. We used kon = 106 M−1 s−1 and the
unbinding rate was kof f = 0.005 s−1 , based on commonly considered reaction kinetics.36 We considered a
span of concentrations from a few tens of pM to a few nM, in each case this was determined by the size of
the diffusion box volume V and number is molecules N .

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our analysis we first focus on the stochastic aspects – Figure 2 shows how the binding probability depends
on the position of the receptor on the surface of a nanodisk (Fig. 2a) and a nanorod (Fig 2b). In the first
case we compare the single molecule binding probability (alternatively the first molecule probability) with
probabilities for increasing concentration. In the second we compare the binding probability of a nanosphere
to a rod (aspect ratios of 1 vs. 4). When there are only small numbers of bound molecules the location of
arriving molecules depends on the shape. This means that in the beginning one is more likely to observe peak
shifts from those areas – and if the structure is engineered properly, those peak shifts are large. This is of
great benefit for yes/no types of sensors. However, it is also necessary to keep in mind that those areas with
preferential binding may harbor only small numbers of receptors what will lower this method of nanosensor
optimization.
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Figure 3. Probability distribution of the total peak shift produced by a (black dashed) disk under unpolarized
illumination, (solid gray) disk under linerar polarization, (thin black) dimer, and (black dotted) cone for
a molecular concentration of 90 pM; the probability is normalized to the average number of molecules
bound to each sensor. The disks under both types of illumination give a similar, very narrow distribution
making this sensor the most accurate in determining the number of bound molecules even though the
maximum peak shifts are much smaller than for the dimer and cone. The last two present peak shift
distributions which are much broader and in the case of the cone, have a repeating quasi-periodic nature.
This broadness makes the accuracy of counting molecules bound to the sensor much worse than for the
disk.
The second issue is with the evolution of the binding probability with concentration. The single molecule case
for the nanodisk corresponds to a 0.66% coverage (151 receptors), while the 40 pM to a 6% coverage (9 bound
molecules). From Fig. 2a it can be seen, that this first step to 40 pM makes the biggest difference on the
binding probability (10% change in the center). Further increases to even 2 nM (50-fold) change it only by
5% more and the binding probability is at this point almost uniform. Such effects are even more pronounced
for nanocone sensors.32
The relationship between the location of binding molecules and concentration/coverage becomes even more
important when the inhomogeneous peak shifts of the nanoresonators are considered. We plot the results of
combined electromagnetic and stochastic calculations in which we convert the number-of-bound-molecules time
traces from the latter to peak shift time traces. We then analyse these traces and calculate the probabilities
of measuring particular peak shifts. For the disk we also add unpolarized illumination conditions. These
results are shown in Fig. 3 (the right plot is a magnification of the left part of the left plot). The first
two cases - disks under linearly polarized (black dashed) and unpolarized (thick gray) illuminarion show the
narrowest distribution with maxima around 1.1 nm and standard deviations on the order of 0.3. This gives
much better accuracy in counting molecules than the remaining sensors – the dimer and cone. These last
two exhibit extremely broad distributions with the cone displaying a repeating, quasi-periodic pattern. Such
broad distributions make the exact number of bound molecules subject to greater uncertainty, although these
will feature bettern yes/no properties than the disks. Of particular interest is the cone, whose repeating
pattern is rather curious. It is the result of having relatively few high sensitivity sites which produce a very
large peak shift and each “discrete” pattern is the result of having 0, 1, 2, etc. molecules bound at that the
apex of the cone. With ca. 15 molecules bound to the cone this means that this single event (if we consider
only the first two patterns) can result in a peakshift larger than the remaining 14 molecules, what confirms
the poor suitability of the cone as a quantitative sensor. However, as a qualitative yes/no type of sensor it is
excellent.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Our results show that interpreting signals obtained by a plasmonic sensor of complex geometry and consequently complex spatial response is not trivial. Indeed, the relationship between plasmonic resonators and
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molecule localization has been receiving increasing interest in recent years. These addressed the inhomogeneity of the LSPR response to optimize a disk-37 or rod-shaped38 sensor, although without explicitly taking into
account the stochastic nature of binding for a disk or employing a quasi-static continuum model to describe
interactions between plasmons and non-absorbing molecules.39 Here, we show that even for very simple sensors – e.g. a disk – it is not possible to have always accuracy on the order of a few pecent – in many cases it
may be on the order of the measured (mean) value. This estimation does not even have to take into account
the Poissonian behavior of molecule binding and variance of number of bound molecules. Already the inhomogeneous sensor response is enough to cause considerable spread of the signal, while the Poissonian statistics
make the accuracy worse. However, at a certain point for enough bound molecules the stochastic nature of
such
√ experiments may help reduce the uncertainty due to the fact that the relative accuracy proportional to
1/ N will be the dominating effect. While here we have only discussed the impact of sensor inhomogeneity
on counting the number of bound molecules and its accuracy, the consequences of a nonuniform response
extend to measuring molecular concentration, which is directly linked to the sensor coverage, and analysing
fluctuations of the temporal signals for reaction rate extraction.40, 41
In summary, we have decribed a method to reproduce in silico a common, yet complex sensing experiment
utilizing the peak shift of a plasmonic nanoantenna as a transducting mechanism. This approach allows one to
analyse all the elements of a sensing experiment individually, understand how they interact with one another
and utilizing this knowledge design a plasmonic sensor that is optimal for any given application, whether it
is to report on the presence (or lack thereof) of an analyte or to measure binding kinetics and extract rates.
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